Childhood onset mitochondrial myopathy and lactic acidosis caused by a stop mutation in the mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase III gene
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More than 100 mitochondrial (mt) DNA mutations have been described in association with different complex neurological disorders and with respiratory chain (RC) deficiency in the past decade. Aside from more frequently reported mt tRNA mutations and deletions, a growing list of pathogenic mutations affecting structural genes of mtDNA encoded respiratory chain subunits, mainly cytochrome b and cytochrome c oxidase subunit genes, has now been reported in association with various mitochondrial disorders as well and most of these mutations are thought to be of sporadic origin.

Cytochrome c oxidase (COX or complex IV), the terminal enzyme of the RC, catalyses the reduction of molecular oxygen by reduced cytochrome c. The complex is composed of 13 subunits. Three highly conserved mtDNA encoded subunits (COX I-III) form the catalytic core of the enzyme and the remaining 10 nuclear subunits are thought to modify or stabilise the complex. While the core forming subunits COX I and COX II contain the prosthetic groups and are known to play the most essential role in proton pumping and electron transfer, the function of COX III remains largely unknown. It is of interest that pathogenic mutations in mtDNA encoded subunits I-III have been identified whereas no mutations in the 10 nuclear genes are known so far. In contrast, numerous mutations in nuclear genes involved in the assembly of COX (SURF1, SCO2, SCO1, COX10) have been described. As with most mtDNA mutations, the clinical presentation of patients harbouring mutations in mtDNA encoded COX subunits is highly variable, ranging from late childhood onset myopathy* to severe childhood onset multisystem disorders,** and this might be explained by the variable distribution and abundance of mutant mtDNA in different tissues and by different expression thresholds. All mt COX subunit gene mutations reported to date are heteroplasmic and most of these mutations have a high rate of mutant DNA in skeletal muscle, whereas staining of the nuclear encoded subunit IV was normal.

Key points

- A novel heteroplasmic G9379A mutation, creating a premature stop in the COIII mitochondrial subunit of cytochrome c oxidase (COX), was found in a patient presenting with a relatively mild, childhood onset, slowly progressive myopathy with exercise intolerance, lactic acidosis, delayed growth, and with numerous ragged red fibres, lipidosis, and severe COX deficiency in skeletal muscle.
- Absence in leukocytes of the patient and of maternal family members points to a sporadic origin.
- Immunohistochemistry showed a decreased steady state level of COX subunits II/III in skeletal muscle, whereas staining of the nuclear encoded subunit IV was normal.

Patients and Methods

Case report

The patient was the first of two children born to non-consanguineous parents. The family history was negative for neurological disease. He developed normally until the age of 6, when exercise intolerance was first noted. At the age of 10 he began to suffer from painful muscle cramps, fatigue, generalised muscle weakness, and shortness of breath. On examination at the age of 14 his somatic growth was delayed (height between the 3rd and 10th centile, weight below the 3rd centile). At that time, neurological examination showed generalised mild muscle weakness, muscular hypotonia, and scapular winging. Deep tendon reflexes were weak and symmetrical. There was no clinical evidence of ophthalmoplegia or retinopathy. Brain MRI showed mild cortical and cerebellar atrophy with enlargement of the subarachnoid space, but without clinical manifestation. EMG showed myopathic changes with polyphasic low amplitude action potentials in several muscles. Nerve conduction studies and EEG were normal. Cardiological tests and echocardiogram showed no abnormalities.

Routine laboratory tests in serum were normal except for a marked lactate increase in serum especially after exercise (up to 12.8 mmol/l, normal range <2), raised creatine kinase (101 U/l normal range <70), free fatty acids (1.43 mmol/l, normal range 0.90-0.6), and beta-hydroxybutyric acid (1.32 mmol/l, normal range 0.05-0.3). Blood carnitine levels and glucose tolerance test were also normal.

A recent follow up examination was performed at the age of 19 years. There had been rapid growth in the last two years (from 159 cm to 175.5 cm, 50th centile), but his weight is still very low (50 kg, 5 kg below the 5th centile). Both muscle weakness and hypotonia are very slowly progressive (fig 1); the patient is still able to do 10 deep knee bends and walk four floors upstairs. No additional neurological symptoms and no episodes of myoglobinuria were noted.

Abbreviations: mtDNA, mitochondrial DNA; RC, respiratory chain; COX, cytochrome c oxidase; RRF, ragged red fibres; NCP, non-collagen protein; CS, citrate synthase
Morphology, immunohistochemistry, and biochemistry of skeletal muscle

At the age of 14 years, an open muscle biopsy of the quadriiceps femoris was performed. Six μm serial cross sections were obtained for histochemical stains according to standard procedures. Immunohistochemistry using the ABC-Elite kit (DAKO) was done on paraffin embedded specimens. COX procedures. Immunohistochemistry using the ABC-Elite kit obtained for histochemical stains according to standard ACTAACCATATACCAATGCT-3 digestion. A forward mismatch primer (5′his mother, and blood DNA of his sister by PCR and restriction type I fibres (fig 2D).

Immunohistochemistry and immunoblotting of skeletal muscle point to severe reduction of COX II/III subunits
Immunohistochemistry using a polyclonal antibody directed against the mitochondrially encoded subunits II/III showed a virtual absence of immunoreactivity (fig 2F) when compared to control muscle (fig 2E), whereas the nuclearly encoded subunit IV showed a normal level in the patient (fig 2G). An increased immunoreactivity in the subsarcolemmal zone owing to the accumulation of mitochondria was observed (fig 2G).

DNA analysis shows a heteroplasmic stop mutation in COIII
A mutational analysis of the entire mtDNA showed 10 changes of which A4769G, C7028T, A11251G, G11719A, A12612G, and G15737 are reported coding region sequence polymorphisms. In addition to the synonymous changes G11440A, A11653G, and A14296G, a non-synonymous change G9379A was found leading to a stop codon in COIII. This mutation was not found in 268 controls. Electrophoresis showed a high rate (93%) of the heteroplasmic G9379A point mutation in skeletal muscle, but not in white blood cells and hair follicles of the patient. Hair follicles and blood DNA of his mother and blood DNA of his sister were negative for the mutation (fig 3).

RESULTS

Skeletal muscle shows myopathy with ragged red fibres (RRF) and severe COX deficiency. Muscle biopsy showed signs of a chronic myopathy with fibre size variations but without necrosis. Approximately 50% of all fibres showed a ragged red appearance on Gomori trichrome staining as seen in mitochondrial myopathies (fig 2C). Vacuoles containing lipid storages were also observed in the majority of type II, but not type I fibres (fig 2D).

Histochemistry for COX showed a severe generalised decrease in all fibres (fig 2B). Biochemically, a severe reduction of COX activity was found (residual COX activity of 9% when related to gram non-collagen protein (NCP)) and with an even more severe decline when related to the highly increased mitochondrial marker enzyme citrate synthase (CS) (0.03 U COX/U CS, normal range 0.90-4.70). The markedly increased activity of the mitochondrial marker enzyme CS (256 U/gNCP, normal range: 45-105) confirmed mitochondrial proliferation. Absolute activities of other RC complexes were normal when related to gram NCP but were reduced if normalised to CS. Total carnitine and free carnitine were markedly decreased in muscle (4.6 μmol/g NCP, normal range: 16.1-39, and 3.4 μmol/g NCP normal range: 12.1-25.6), short chain acylcarnitine was normal.

DISCUSSION

This is the fifth report of a newly found pathogenic mutation in the mt encoded COIII subunit gene. The mutation replaces a highly conserved tryptophan close behind the first predicted transmembrane domain by a stop codon (W58X).

Four different mutations have previously been described in COIII (table 1). Interestingly, despite significant declines of COX activity in skeletal muscle (10-20% residual activity), which were comparable with those found in infantile lethal COX deficiency disorders and severe muscular hypotonia, both clinical outcome and muscle involvement of COX III deficient patients were relatively mild.

- A 15 bp microdeletion affecting a highly conserved region of COIII was detected with a high rate of heteroplasmy in skeletal muscle (97%) and a very low rate in blood (0.7%). The deletion was found to cause a severe decrease of COX activity and, interestingly, except for episodes of recurrent myoglobinuria triggered by viral illness, prolonged exercise, or decreased caloric intake, the muscle strength of the patient was normal.1

- A most likely sporadic mutation of postmitotic tissues was found in COIII (W249X) with a heteroplasmic rate of 57% in muscle. This stop mutation was similarly described in association with a relatively mild phenotype with recurrent encephalopathy, myopathy, and exercise induced myalgia in a patient doing active sport as a middle distance runner until the first muscular symptoms occurred at the age of 17.3 In this case, the relatively high proportion of remaining wild type molecules may explain the very mild phenotype and late onset.

- A systemic virtually homoplasmic frameshift mutation in COIII leading to a premature stop at amino acid position 111 was reported in association with an early onset, Leigh-like syndrome in a young girl.10
A heteroplasmic missense mutation at np T9957C (F251L) was found systemically and has been described in association with childhood onset MELAS syndrome, but without a significant decline in COX activity.

The mutation reported here is associated with severe COX deficiency (9% residual activity when related to protein and only 3% when normalised to CS), pointing to a most severe impairment of the multimeric enzyme. The marked RRF formation together with a three-fold increased activity of the mitochondrial marker enzyme CS point to a considerable mitochondrial compensatory mechanism. The mutation is heteroplasmic with a high rate of mutant (93%) that is only present in skeletal muscle and consistent with this the COX stain showed an almost complete loss in all fibres (fig 2B).

We have detected the mutation in skeletal muscle but not in blood or hair follicles of the patient and his maternal relatives. This may point towards a sporadic and/or somatic origin; however, a mutation load below 3% cannot be excluded with the methods used. This finding also confirms other reports on

Figure 2  [A-D] Muscle histology of the patient shows severe COX deficiency in almost all fibres (B) compared to a normal control (A). On Gomori trichrome stain most of the type II fibres are ragged red (C) and the same fibres contain marked lipid storage on oil red stain (D). [E-G] On immunohistochemistry, COX subunits II/III were lacking in all fibres of the patient (F) compared to a normal control (E). Subunit IV is regularly expressed in the patient’s muscle (G).

Figure 3  The mutation creates a Nhe I restriction site (upper band wild type, lower band mutant). On gel electrophoresis the mutation was only present in the patient’s muscle (lane 1), but not in his blood (lane 2). Blood DNA of two maternal relatives (lanes 3-4) and a control (5) were also negative for the mutation.

- A heteroplasmic missense mutation at np T9957C (F251L) was found systemically and has been described in association with childhood onset MELAS syndrome, but without a significant decline in COX activity.
stop mutations in mt COX subunit genes, which were mostly restricted to skeletal muscle.

The clinical features in our patient partly resemble some of those described with another stop mutation in COII (W249X) with mild proximal myopathy and exercise intolerance, but in contrast to the reported cases our patient presented with some novel findings on muscle morphology and exercise intolerance, and this has also been observed in our patient. The amount of lipid accumulation causing remarkable vacuolisation in RRF is an unusual finding; however, other types of mitochondrial disorders have been reported in association with lipid storage owing to “secondary” carnitine deficiency, and this has also been observed in our patient. Defects of oxidative phosphorylation downstream of complexes I and II inhibit β-oxidation owing to decreased electron transfer from acyl-CoA dehydrogenases to ubiquinone and the intermediates of acyl-CoA β-oxidation are released from mitochondrial as carnitine esters. Consistent with this, an abnormal lipid accumulation is repeatedly seen in patients with coenzyme Q10 deficiency.

Functional studies on cybrids carrying other COIII mutations located >36 aa downstream from the COIII stop described here, which is the frameshift mutation leading to a stop at aa position 111 and the 15 bp deletion (missing aa 94-98), confirmed a pathogenic role for both of these mutations with reduction, but not absence, of steady state levels of COX subunits I and II. Two independently performed in vivo translation tests showed a clear absence of COX III polypeptide. In support of these findings we found a virtual absence of COX II/III subunits in skeletal muscle of the patient on immunohistochemistry when compared to a normal control.

Functional studies on cybrids containing the 15 bp deletion, which is predicted to remove the central region of the third N-terminal membrane spanning region of COX III, have shown that only homoplasmic mutants failed to assemble the COX holoenzyme with no interaction of COX I-COX II and no detectable COX activity or ATP synthesis. In contrast, cells harbouring 97% of the mutant COX I and COX II subunits were assembled, despite a very low residual activity of COX of 6% and a rate of ATP synthesis of 9% of the normal. In support of this, cybrids carrying the frameshift mutation also indicated a role for COX III in assembly and stabilisation of the complex, as most of the nuclear encoded subunits were not assembled except COX IV, which is incorporated at an earlier step than COX III. Similarly, COX IV was present in our patient’s muscle. Tiranti et al. assumed that a mutant COIII might prevent the incorporation of the late subunits, which are rapidly degraded.

Experiments on the COX enzyme from the bacterium Paracoccus denitrificans, which consists of four subunits only, showed that a COIII deletion leads to an accumulation of assembly intermediates of COX including a complex of subunits I and II and with free subunits I and II. Despite the absence of COX III, low but still significant COX activity was present.

What might account for the relatively mild muscular symptoms of COIII mutations, when compared to other lethal infantile COX deficiency disorders with severe muscular hypotonia and similar decreased activity of complex IV?

In contrast to COIII stop or frameshift mutations, mutant loads exceeding 90% have not been described in the highly essential COI and COII subunit genes, suggesting early deleterious effects. In this context, the most interesting finding is a single patient harbouring a systematically expressed, virtually homoplasmic frameshift mutation in COIII presenting with a relatively benign progressive Leigh-like syndrome, which similarly indicates a less important role for this subunit, when compared to COX I and COX II. It has been proposed
that minimal residues of wild type mtDNA might compensate for the defect in a recessive manner. But if this is so, the biochemical findings do not entirely reflect the in vivo situation, which might involve different mechanisms in COX III deficiency to overcome muscular weakness. A residual COX activity of 10-20% owing to COX III mutations seems to affect skeletal muscle age dependently and to a minor extent (mid-distance runner until the age of 17, able to climb four flights of stairs at the age of 19 in our case), but a progressive accumulation of the deleterious mutation during postnatal life cannot be excluded.

In summary, our report of a new mitochondrial COX III mutation widens the spectrum of isolated COX deficiencies and helps in understanding the role of COX III in the functioning of the multienzyme complex COX.
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